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I. Raising Venture Capital
Fund structure
SW-based startups
Summary
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Fund Structure

Startup Stage

Market Focus

In general a fund has a specific

VCs focus on a specific market or markets
and/or technology/technologies to allow
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distribution with respect to the stage a

them to effectively and efficiently judge a

specific startup is in. When doing an early-

particular value proposition from a startup.

stage investment, the fund will require a

Fund Focus

reservation of more money to participate

Fund size

in follow-up stages.

Fund lifetime

Success Rate
Funds are measured according to the
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Next Fund
For a fund to be able to (easily) raise its next

exits they realize on their startups. Early-

fund, it needs to show a successful profile

stage investments take longer to exit so

(=return to its limited partners). Such a profile

can only done at the start of the lifetime

depends on the number of successful exits of

of a fund.

startups in which the fund participated.
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SW-based Startups

Deal Sizes
Value at Exit
Exits provide for reasonable to good
multiples over the investment time.
Multiples have been steadily increasing,
specifically for SaaS and related
hosting/managed services

Time to Exit
Median time to exit is in line with
the minimum investment time of
a regular VC Fund (6+2 or 7+2)

Software startups have significant lower deal sizes as the initial

investments are mostly driven by personal cost and at a later
stage driven by the additional cost of setup of new offices/sales
and marketing activities

Source: Pitchbook | Geography: Europe | As of June 30, 2020
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Summary
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LATER-STAGE ROUNDS

CONCLUSIONS

• Working product drives revenue
• Flexible in partial or complete pivot
• Low hurdle to customer test [and adoption]

1. Functional eco-system where venture funding
profile, fund lifetime and exit value create a
meaningful eco-system
2. VCs have early sight on potential growth

EARLY-STAGE ROUNDS
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• Mainly financing burn from employees;
• Low OpEx to come to first traction
• Low hurdle to MVP

trajectory of startup
3. Lower levels of investment to verify
functionality of revenue engine
4. Exits are more easily facilitated as

SEED ROUND

1

• Small rounds (<1M) gets startup going
• DevOps/Rapid prototyping
• Outsource to get first prototype

infrastructure becomes common
5. There is limited choice on HW platforms and SW
in general easy to port
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II. Fundamental Challenge
Hardware versus software: The Gap
From start to MVp to MVP

Analyzing the Gap

Fundamental Challenge
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The gap
Hardware needs to be
manufactured and “proven”-- the
MVp – before SW can be
developed and tested. An MVP is
available when full demo board is
available

Fabless Semi Starting Point
Founding team, basic IP, first
product outline, target market,
product roadmap

MVP
Full functional prototype which can
be used to calibrate first product
versus expectations potential
customers
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Identifying the Gap
Approaching the chasm
Scaling sales quickly is what is expected

Progression Line

Towards The Chasm

But replacing existing HW is challenging (10x)
Long and slow path (compared to SW)
Requires not just launching customer(s)….
….but ones with VOLUME

More CAD Tools
Updated design
Fixed cycles
Demo boards

THIRD RUN

HV Manufacturing
Preparations

Production level embedded code

SW

Development kit for applications
Development kit for integrators

CAD Tools
Limited pool of talent
Limited outsourcing

Expensive manufacturing

Patent lawyer

Fixed dev cycles (MPW slots)

Patent applications

Expensive test &

Initial Minimum Viable
prototype (MVp)

SECOND RUN

SW

Actual embedded code
Include code for Demo Board

characterization

Include code for vertical apps

Patent/IP
FIRST RUN

Development Cycle

SW

If possible, an FPGA prototype
First embedded SW to drive MPW core or FPGA
First app SW to demonstrate new

Time Frame

Analyzing the Gap

1
PROTOTYPE

2
COMPLEXITY

3
EMBEDDED

4
APPLICATIONS
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5
TIMELINE

Early HW FPGA

Ensuring future product

Development and

Ability to demonstrate

HW Shuttle cycles; SW

prototype is often

fit with combination of

integration of new and

the 10x improvement

development based on

difficult because of AMS

HW and SW. Realizing

existing drivers and

for the customer of

HW; MVp before MVP;

functions. Prototype

the 10x for entry market

platform code. Early sync

the customer (almost

replacing HW versus

must demonstrate 10x

segment.

with potential customers.

always B2B2C).

replacing SW.

HW DRIVEN

HW/SW DRIVEN

HW/SW DRIVEN

SW DRIVEN

HW/SW DRIVEN
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III. Equalizing/Elimination
Comparing the “traction” points
Analyzing the Gap
“Eliminating” the Gap

Comparing with SW-based Startups
Towards The Chasm
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Approaching the chasm
Scaling sales quickly is what is expected
But replacing existing HW is challenging (10x)
Long and slow path (compared to SW)

“STARTING” POSITION

Requires not just launching customer(s)….
….but ones with VOLUME

Updated design
Fixed cycles
Demo boards

HV Manufacturing
Preparations

CAD Tools

MVP available and out with customer

2.

Business model out with customer

SW

Development kit for applications
Development kit for integrators

SW-based startup

Limited pool of talent

1

1.

3. Ability to generate first level of traction
THIRD RUN
4. Product roadmap made tangible
Production level embedded code

More CAD Tools

Limited outsourcing

Expensive manufacturing
Fixed dev cycles (MPW slots)
Expensive test &

Initial Minimum Viable
Fabless semiconductor
Patent applications
prototype (MVp)
Patent lawyer

SECOND RUN

SW

Actual embedded code

startup

Include code for Demo Board

characterization

Include code for vertical apps

Patent/IP
FIRST RUN

Development Cycle
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SW

If possible, an FPGA prototype
First embedded SW to drive MPW core or FPGA
First app SW to demonstrate new

Time Frame

Questions to Ask

A “simple” case of gap analysis. To
understand why SW startups are facing

1

What exactly is the Gap?

2

What are the consequences of the gap?

3

What is the timing and who is responsible?

4

What are the options to eliminate this gap?

5

What are the costs to eliminate this gap?

a different (lesser) challenge as
compared to HW startups or to be more
specific (because HW does not equal

HW) fabless semiconductor startups.
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What exactly is the Gap?

There are five major gaps: (1) most fabless
semiconductor startups must have a functional
silicon prototype (MVp) to demonstrate that their
idea has merit where it comes to functionality (2)
the MVp is a fundamental requirement for putting
the (embedded) software in place as to have an
MVP (3) VCs in general have little semiconductor
knowledge and see the MVp as an additional risk
(4) the understanding of a fundamental (HW)
platform as the carrier of the next set of (SW)
innovation cycles is difficult to recognize but
fundamental to a more significant multiple at the
exit; (5) the time to get from starting point to MVp
is about 2-3 years and is expensive.
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What are the options to
eliminate the gap?

There is not a single silver bullet that would solve
the problem. Instead, there are a number of
instruments that will help in eliminating the gap.
The most important one is ensuring that VCs can
see a viable exit scenario within the lifetime of
their fund when making an investment. The
second key is in ensuring that necessary
expertise is available to help the VC in not only
judging the investment opportunity but also to
provide valuable guidance to the startup once
the investment has taken place. Part of this
guidance is understanding the platform cycle of
which the startup is part of.
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What are the consequences?

The fundamental consequences are that fabless
semiconductor startups are facing three hurdles to
raise their first rounds: (1) Finding VCs that understand
the complexity of their business; (2) Finding VCs that
understand the ROADMAP rather than just the first
product value; (3) Finding VCs which have enough
“room” at the right place in their fund to finance the
MVp process.
The net impact of these three hurdles is that HWbased startups face an additional “filter” that severely
limits their success rate. Where a SW startup has a
choice of 40 VC funds matching its market, a HW
startup has a choice of 4 VC funds with HW expertise,
let alone its market focus.
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What is the timing?

Given that the first hurdle is typically a capitalintensive hurdle, VCs take significant time to
evaluate
and validate
the
proposition.
Recognizing the proposition as part of an
upcoming (HW) platform cycle is even more
difficult as that requires looking at multiple
trends where the HW trend is underlying the
overall
market
trends.
Recognizing
an
opportunity that will build a first full growth
platform 4-6 years from the point of investment is
not given for all VCs (Index Ventures used to be
really good at recognizing such opportunities).

Answering Four Questions
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THE “OTHER”
QUESTION: THE COST
TO ELIMINATE THE GAP
Eliminating the gap means putting the fabless semi on a similar
“starting position” as the software startup. It does NOT mean
that once that gap has been eliminated, they are “equals”. By
means of their “products” they have a different revenue
growth model and a different exit model as compared to
software startups.
Gap estimation is based on “regular” fabless semi startup that
does NOT develop its own process technology or is using nonstandardized semiconductor processes.
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THE GAP
Time: 3-4 years

Approximate time for fabless
semi to cover the de-risking of
the HW and develop SW to
reach MVP

Burn: €4.5M – 8M - …

Team of 10-12, EDA Tools, 2-3
MPW cycles as well as one full
mask cycle, demo boards.
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IV. Deal Space
Regular fabless semis
Analysis exits
Additional considerations
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DISCLAIMER
Statistics have been gathered based on an analysis of entries
provided by Pitchbook. As with other market research
companies, Pitchbook is not very strong in the tracking of niche
markets. Compared to other tools we found Pitchbook to be
more relevant and complete, so we have based our analysis
on the results as generated through Pitchbook.
Pitchbook’s entry profiles are not always accurate and in
general will bring in candidates not relevant as well as omit
relevant candidates from the list. Therefore we consider the
statistics (if you want to designate the numbers as such) good
indicators but not necessarily reliable statistics for the full sector.

Fabless Semis
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47

Semiconductor product companies – exits 1990 - 2020

145
•

All types selected through
semiconductors, semiconductors

•

Seed is not reliable under
Pitchbook

•
•

•

145 companies listed at Series A
47 of those had exits (including at
a US$200K (…)

Out of the 46 exits 7 were busy

COT-type Fabrication

such as GaN, GaAs, SiC

developing special process

•

A further 3 were focused on specific

options on top of regular (COT)

products based on existing COT type

photonics processes (e.g. InP)

CMOS processes

processes and providers. Use of

This included MEMS and memory

available high-volume processes

using/developing exotic processes

devices, ASIC, ….
•

Requiring exotic processes or “other”
Requiring process options development
Of those 46 exits 9 were

•

15 exits related to category “other”
including 3D-IC, packaging,
discretes

❖ Expensive to access and use; often
one of a kind; few exit possibilities

•

•

technology
❖ These can dip into existing EDA
tools and design flows but require

•

Out of the 46 exits 13 were developing

Several wireless product developers,
two GPS companies

❖ The companies can use existing well-

expensive facilities and

supported design flows and EDA tools,

partnerships to develop these

can use existing manufacturing,

process options.

testing, packaging and qualification
flows as well as standard supply
chains; can also dip into existing and
pool of talent for design+

27
7
13
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RELEVANT STATISTICS
Drawing statistics on startups is challenging, certainly if the pool
is so small. On paper they might look similar, but the reality is
that they might be vastly difference: in team, in product
strategy, in partnerships, in eco-system, in network.
With focus on the group of 13 startups that “simply” used
existing COT supplied processes, we have taken as relevant
statistics round size, time to exit and total investment. Even
these are to be taken in context. Total investment often does
not include R&D grants, time to exit is based on the founding
date of the startup which might often remain for a year or so
internal to a University before receiving its first real financing.
Time to exit is average of 10 years; multiple over total
investment is averaged on 3.7 (8 complete entry profiles).

RELEVANT
Exit value: €151M

Average over 11 entries with the
peak at €578M (over 18 years) and the
bottom at €8M (over 3 years). Average
value creation per year equals € 14.6M

Total investment: €52.5M

Average over 8 entries. Median for
total investment for startups in this
category is €42M.

Time to exit: 10 years

Average over 13 (all) entries. This is
based on “year founded” as starting
point (not always year of first
investment).
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V. Some Examples
Global Locate
Centrality Communications
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SOME SAMPLES
Comparing entries from the different categories also shows that
longer time to exit does not produce a significantly lower value
creation/year.
Compare Cavendish Kinetics with €14M/year over 18 years time
versus Global Locate with €13M/year over 8 years. Cavendish
required 19 years because it included a significant portion of
process development whereas Global Locate used existing
COT processes.
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GLOBAL LOCATE, INC.
Founded in 1998, acquired in 2007 by Broadcom
Developer of GPS technology intended to offer signal processing technology for
use in mobile wireless devices. The company offers semiconductor solutions to the
full spectrum of mobile wireless devices, including handsets, smartphones, PDAs
and other wireless devices, thereby enabling customers to quickly deploy
accurate and affordable location-based services across global networks.
The company was acquired by Broadcom (NASDAQ: BRCM) for $143 million in
cash on July 12, 2007.
Total investment: € 47.97M (Series A: € 10.51M; Series B: € 5.86M; Series C: € 14.63M;
Series D: € 16.97M
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CENTRALITY
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Founded in 1999, acquired in 2007 by SiRF, Inc.
Developer of semiconductor devices. The company provides GPS SoC
navigation processor family and other peripheral devices and supporting
software drivers. Its devices are used in various devices including GPS
handhelds, personal digital assistants/smartphones and automotive
navigations systems.
The company was acquired by SiRF Technology Holdings (NASDAQ:SIRF) for
$283 million on August 6, 2007.
Total investment: € 62M (Seed: € 5.53M; Series A: € 13.58M; Series B: € 11.07M;
Series C: € 25.09M; Series D: € 6.77M
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THANK YOU
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